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Our Rewards are in Full Bloom!

Finance your vehicle loan with the place you own and receive a reward package from our friends at
Grand Falls Casino & Golf Resort!

Click here to find out more! 
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Finance Mistakes With Long-Term Consequences
Avoid these top finance blunders

We all make mistakes, but when it’s a financial mistake, it can really cost you. And when it’s one that
incurs a consequence that can last several years, then things can really turn ugly.

Unfortunately, a whopping 67 percent of the American middle class is making costly financial
mistakes, according to a 2012 report by the Consumer Federation of America and Primerica.

The following common mistakes, if not corrected as soon as possible, can lead to problems for years
to come. Avoid these top financial mistakes that come with long-term consequences:

High student loans - Student
loans are, in fact, one of the
biggest sources of long-term debt.
According to a 2014 New York
Daily News article, Americans
tripled their student loan debt in the
past decade, owing $1.2 trillion.
And if you’re not getting a job that
can pay for the loans, then you
might be making a huge mistake
taking on so much debt.

“Getting into more than $30,000 in
student loan debt in a profession
that pays less than six figures a
year is a huge mistake,” says Ellie
Kay, author of “Lean Body, Fat
Wallet.”  

Debt-Free Expert Dave Ramsay,
author of “The Total Money
Makeover,” adds that there are ways to graduate without student loans.

“You can reduce your student debt by sticking to a state college, always keeping a part-time job, [and]
keeping your GPA as high as possible — during high school and college — and the higher your
SAT/ACT scores, the more scholarship money they are worth,” says Ramsay.

Credit card debt - “Credit card debt is the ultimate wealth destroyer,” says Credit Expert John
Ulzheimer for CreditSesame.com. It’s also one of the most regretted forms of financial debt. It’s
important to live within a budget and to avoid treating your money recklessly. If you do use a credit
card, experts stress to pay it off as soon as possible.

“Debt should be eliminated as soon as possible, so you have control of your income, your most
powerful wealth-building tool,” says Ramsay. “Credit card debt is simply used to obtain the ‘I want its’
before you can afford them.”

Buying a home above your means - Over-leveraging real estate debt is easy when you see a house
you want but can’t afford.

“It is easy to talk yourself into that more expensive loan for a bigger house because interest rates are
so low,” says CRPC® and Vice President of Strategic Wealth Partners Chris Kichurchak. “But
statistically speaking, the average mortgage is maintained for only seven years, which makes it hard
to build any equity while the majority of the mortgage payment is going to interest.” Instead of being
“house poor” each month, it may be more beneficial to work on building your savings.

Diving into retirement or home funds - “When parents leverage the equity in their homes with a
home-equity line of credit or raid their retirement savings in a 401(k) withdrawal to pay for their kids’
college or adult expenses, they are robbing themselves of future security, and they are also robbing
their kids of learning the value of working their way through college or making smarter financial
choices and dealing with consequences,” says Kay. “This doesn’t mean that parents can’t contribute
cash to college expenses or help their families, but leveraging the parents’ future for the child’s future







cash to college expenses or help their families, but leveraging the parents’ future for the child’s future
only leads to a future where the kids have to take care of the parents in retirement.”

Not tracking spending - In most cases, people buy things as they go through their day, and don’t
really think about it. But experts advise paying close attention to your spending. To help, write down
every purchase you make, at least over the next two weeks, just so you can see what your spending
habits are and understand where you could be saving.

“If you were saving an extra $100 a month, that could mean an extra $100,000 for retirement,” says
Investment Strategist for Edward Jones Scott Thoma. “It’s as simple as a cup of coffee a day.”

Contact us today if you’re in need of financial assistance, or just ask us if we can help you get on the
road to financial health.
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Should You Buy a Home if You Still Have Student
Loans?
What to consider before adding a mortgage to your educational
debt

Becoming a homeowner is a huge life step, especially on the financial front, and it should not be taken
lightly.

And if you are one of the 43.3 million Americans still with student loan debt, according to the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York, it’s an even bigger decision. There are many factors to take into account
before taking the plunge and adding a mortgage to your educational debt.

Here are a few of the main points to consider:

Debt-to-income ratio - The biggest hurdle you may face if you try to buy a home while maintaining a
balance on your student loans is what is known as the debt-to-income ratio. The DTI ratio is how
lenders judge your likelihood of defaulting on a mortgage. It compares your total household monthly
debt payments to your total income.
Lenders generally prefer that
number to be less than 43 percent,
according to the Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau.

As Real Estate Columnist Kenneth
Harney of the Washington Post
reported, new rules from the
Federal Housing Administration
(FHA) could make it tougher to
qualify for a low-down-payment
mortgage through the FHA, as well
as restrict down payment gifts.
Previously, student loan debt was
not taken into account in the DTI
ratio, but now lenders are required
to include 2 percent of student loan
debt when computing the number.
Considering the average class of
2016 graduate has a student loan
debt of $37,172 according to Student Loan Hero, that 2 percent could drastically change the chances
of getting approved for the FHA loan.

FHA Spokesman Brian Sullivan explains why the new requirements, though tougher, make more
sense.

“Deferred student debt is debt all the same and really must be counted when determining a borrower’s
ability to sustain both student debt payments and a mortgage over the long haul,” he says. Sullivan
also adds that the agency’s primary goal is to put first-time home buyers “on a path of sustainable
homeownership rather than being placed into a financial situation they can no longer afford once their
student debt deferment expires.”

Down payment woes - With down payments as low as 3.5 percent, according to an article on CNN
Money, whether or not you qualify for the FHA loan will determine how much of your saved money will
have to be used up front. This is important because higher down payments lower your monthly
payments as well as your interest rate. At the same time, you can’t put all your savings toward the
down payment because you have other home-buying needs such as closing costs, moving expenses,
homeowners insurance and home furnishings.

Renting vs. buying - Some renters feel as though they are “throwing away money” by paying a
landlord each month rather than investing that money in an asset all their own. However, rushing into
buying a home for that reason alone is a mistake, especially if you still have student loan debt, as a







mortgage would just add to your debt, possibly to the point that it cannot be surmounted.

Furthermore, you have to think about nonmonetary aspects as well. For example, are you in a place
in your life where you want to put down roots in one particular area?

“Low mortgage rates and high rents make buying an attractive option, but you should be ready to put
some roots down,” says CNN Money. “If you’re planning to stay in a home for at least two years,
buying is more financially advantageous than renting in 70 percent of housing markets, according to a
recent report from Zillow.”

Homeowners’ responsibilities - Another aspect that differentiates buying a home from renting is the
fact that with a home all the responsibilities are your own. You’ll likely need a lawn mower, and other
landscaping tools. If the dishwasher breaks, you will have to contact a professional and pay for their
services. You have to be ready, willing and able to take on those responsibilities — which all come
with costs up front. Will you have the funds for that?

If you are set on buying a home despite your student loan debt, you do have some options to make it
more manageable financially. Come talk to us today to find out if you can afford purchasing a home.    
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The Financial Accounts Everyone Should Have
Essential accounts no one should be without

It’s hard to speak for everyone in the world, but when it comes to banking, financial accounts are
pretty universal — and beneficial. And while everyone’s different, there are a few main accounts you’ll
likely want to have.

“Personal finance is just that — personal,” says New York-based certified financial planner Kristen
Euretig. “What makes sense for one individual or couple may not make sense for another. There is
nothing inherently good or bad about having or managing multiple accounts as long as it’s working for
that individual.”

Some people may prefer less, some people may prefer more, but one thing’s for sure: In order to
prepare for a healthy financial
future, you’ll need at least some
basic financial accounts.

First things first, you’ll need a
checking account for those pesky
bills, including everything from your
housing payments to your car,
utilities, insurance, school tuition
and any other monthly or
semiannual payments. It’s best that
your paycheck be directly
deposited into your checking
account to ensure you can pay all
your bills efficiently.

You’ll also use this account for the
things you do on a daily, weekly or
monthly basis, like grocery
shopping, getting your nails done,
going to happy hour — whatever
the case may be.

An emergency fund - This will likely be a savings account, which you’ll use for any unexpected
financial setbacks such as medical bills, car repairs or unemployment. An emergency fund should be
easily accessed, provide for you on short notice and be federally insured. You’ll want to keep your
savings account separate from your checking account so that you aren’t tempted to dip into it for
anything other than an emergency. In a perfect world, you’ll never have to take money out of savings
and can use that money to invest into your retirement fund. Savings accounts also typically accrue a
little bit of interest, which is a nice bonus.

A retirement fund - Whether a traditional IRA, a Roth IRA or a 401(k), a retirement fund is an
essential account to have, containing both varied advantages and disadvantages relating to needs,
tolerance for risk and available funds. Once you retire, a retirement account will allow you to live
comfortably within your means — so it’s best to start as early as possible. Time is your most valuable
asset when it comes to retirement savings.

A quarterly tax account - If you work for a boss and receive a W-2, your income and Social
Security/Medicare taxes are automatically withheld from your paycheck (if you’re self-employed, that’s
not the case). Experts recommend that anyone who pays quarterly taxes should create a quarterly
tax account to build up money for this purpose, setting aside money each paycheck. You can connect
that account directly to the IRS using EFTPS.gov and pay online in seconds.

Contact us or stop by today if you’re looking to open one or more financial accounts. 
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Vehicles That Keep Their Value
These vehicles depreciate less than the rest

Automobiles are a huge part of our lives, but one of the biggest knocks on a new car is that in as little
as three years it’s worth far less than you initially paid.

However, there are some models that depreciate at a slower rate than the competition.

There are 22 individual vehicles that earned a “2016 Best Resale Value” award, but there are three
from Toyota that appear in the top 10. The Tacoma (midsize pickup truck), 4Runner (midsize
SUV/crossover) and Tundra (full-size pickup truck) placed first, second and sixth, respectively. As the
highest-rated vehicle, the Tacoma makes it on the list with a 72.9 percent resale value after 36
months and 61.7 percent after 60 months.  

Both Subaru and Lexus earned “Best Brand” and “Best Luxury Brand,” respectively, from Kelley Blue
Book in its “2016 Best Resale Value” awards for its entire portfolio of vehicles, so you’re sure to find
something you like. The awards highlight automakers that produce vehicles that best retain their value
over the first five years of new
vehicle ownership. 

Another perennial favorite is the
Jeep Wrangler (compact
SUV/crossover). The Wrangler is
available with some of the
amenities that today’s consumers
desire, but its core mission of
ruggedness and versatility hasn’t
changed since its ancestors from
50-plus years ago. An MSRP of
under $24,000 makes the
36-month retained value of 64.3
percent (53.9 percent at 60
months) seem that much wiser a
purchase decision. 

Finally, for those looking for a
sports car, the Chevrolet Camaro
took the No. 8 overall spot, thanks
in part to a complete redesign and a long history of excellence. A resale value of 61 percent at 36
months and 49 percent at 60 months puts the Camaro ahead of the Porsche Cayman and the Ford
Mustang. The Camaro SS took the award in the high-performance car segment, ahead of the Ford
Mustang GT and the Cadillac ATS-V. Chevrolet also earned the nod in the full-size SUV/crossover
segment for the Tahoe, with a 53.7 percent resale value after 36 months and 42 percent after 60
months.  

Regardless of which vehicle you choose, keep in mind that the right financing is just as important as
the resale value of your vehicle. Stop by today and see what kind of financing we can get for you.
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